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GENERAC LT LINK T4
4x240W LED 

        

   

Product price:  

3.457,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

GENERAC LT LINK T4 4x240W LED 

GENERAC LT LINK T4 is a mobile light tower that can be powered by an external power source
such as a generator set, home network or another light tower with an integrated generator.

Generac LT LINK T4 can be connected in series up to 4 units to a single power source, allowing
for ample illumination with very low fuel consumption. The light tower is equipped with 4 LED
lamps capable of delivering a power of 240W each, thanks to which the light tower is able to
illuminate a total area of 2800 square meters.

The Generac LT LINK T4 is equipped with 4 LED lamps capable of delivering a power of 240W
each, thanks to which the light tower is able to illuminate a total area of 2800 square meters.

The Generac LT LINK T4 is equipped with a lifting tower capable of extending up to 7 m in height,
manually operated with a practical hydraulic system. Thanks to the practical manual trolley, the
light weight and the new wheel, a single operator can maneuver the Generac LT LINK quickly
and safely in any kind of working area.

Generac LT LINK T4 is equipped with a lifting tower capable of extending up to 7 m in height.

Generac LT LINK T4 features opening side panels to access the tower's interior space that can
be used to store documents and small equipment.

A new model of rugged, easy-to-use stabilizers to perfectly level the lighting tower in seconds.

The enclosure of the new Generac LT LINK T has been designed to better protect the control
panel from rain.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS GENERAC LT LINK T4
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Maximum height (mt. ): 7
Rise: Manual
Lit area (m²): 2800
Maximum luminous flux (Lm): 139200
Lamps: LED
Lights: 4 x 240 W
Transportability: Wheels and Handles
Wind Stability (Km/h): 80
Stabilizers: 4
Dry Weight (Kg): 248
Pole Rotation: 340°
Voltage: 230 V
Min Dimensions. (mm): 1230 x 780 x 2110
Max. (mm): 1870 x 1460 x 6700
A/V/Hz power outlet: 16/220/50 - 16/240/60
A/V/Hz power plug: 16/220/50 - 16/240/60

Looking for a light tower with different features? Here you can find the whole range of Generac or
other specialized brands

The image is purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Type of lamps: LED
Lamps: 4 x 240 W
Illuminated area (m²): 2800
Total lumens (Lm): 139200
Lifting System: Manual lifting system
Maximum height (m): 7
Mast rotation: 340°
Open size (mm): 1870 x 1460 x 6700
Closed size (mm): 1230 x 780 x 2110
Transportability: Wheels and handles
Dry weight (Kg): 248
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